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(Lidos is one of the local
strip clubs)
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i found the comments
to the left on my
town’s community
facebook page and
while googling “cocoa
beach” & surfing the
results. They intrigued
me because they were
antagonistic and
honest, thus making a
lot of people angry.

(RIGHT) from the
Beach Bum series
you can spot a Florida-lifer by the texture of their skin. Most
adults have had some sort of melanoma before their midlife
crisis. The figures I paint are splotchy orange, bright pink and
sunburnt, or tan and leathery.
These crude paintings are both cheeky and honest. I try to
depict my neighbors in their most vivacious moments, usually
with a beer in hand or riding on the back of
mud-covered truck beds. I paint hastily and with impatience.
The immediacy of my style mimics the urgency I feel day to
day while doom scrolling. We are teetering on the precipice
of destruction as the effects of the climate crisis present
themselves. My expressionistic brushstrokes exude a range of
emotions about the state of today’s world: anxiety, fear, rage,
sorrow and confusion, but also joy and love. Contradiction
and satire fill the work as I grapple with the love-hate
relationship I have with my hometown. Florida has many
systemic issues, while at the same time, a radical history and
tenacious people. I’m most interested in the complex
relationship between these two truths.
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Cocoa Beach, FL
I spent my teen years growing up in this unique little
coastal town sandwiched between SpaceX, NASA and
what is now the Space Force Base. Rockets, surfers,
skaters, street fights, potheads, drunks, and engineers
are abundant. There is a common anti-tourist sentiment
among locals, as they litter and create traffic. Even still,
tourist culture heavily influences our town. Beach supply
stores are a staple along A1A. Remnants of single-use
plastic beach toys, chairs, and floaties wash up on shore.
The color scheme is inescapable. The neon colors,
airbrush style, obnoxious pineapple and flamingo patterns
are stained in our minds’ eyes and are reflected in my
artwork.
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This show is filled with personal imagery and the titles
tell stories.

He Was a Sk8r Boy, pen and
acrylic on paper.

all my exes move to hawai’i,
spray, acrylic and oil paint
on canvas.
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curly tails, 2021
mixed media on canvas.
Native to the Bahamas, the Cayman Islands and Cuba, northern
curly-tailed lizards were originally introduced to Florida in the
early 1940s to combat sugar cane pests.
“ They’re the T-Rex of our little ground critters,” Hank Smith, a
wildlife biologist for the Florida Park Service, told the Sun-Sentinel in 2006. “ They’re larger than our native lizards that occur
along the coastline: the green anole, the green racerunner. Wherever I find it, I find no other lizards.”
Big Sugar dominates a large area of land in Florida, and dominates national politics. The Fanjul brothers moved their Big Sugar
business from Cuba to Florida after the Cuban revolution, since
the new politics there would of required the nationalization of the
land. There’s been endless corruption ever since.
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“Last week, historical documents were released showing that
the sugar industry paid Harvard scientists in the 1960s to
produce research that downplayed the connection between
sugar and heart disease, and instead laid the blame on saturated fat. According to The New York Times, the documents,
released by a researcher at the University of California, San
Francisco, suggested that five decades of scientific research
into the interconnection between nutrition and heart disease
“may have been largely shaped by the sugar industry.” 1
“ The Fanjul brothers also work with the rest of the sugar industry, and together they donate to politicians in big
numbers: according to the Center for Responsive Politics,
between 1990 and 2016, the sugar industry spent over $40
million on contributions to politicians.”
https://promarket.org/2016/09/19/sugar-industry-buys-academia-politicians/
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During the 2008 recession, our little house in Maryland was foreclosed
on and my single mom had to file for bankruptcy. we moved in with
her best friend for a year in Arizona, and then ended up in
Cape Canaveral, FL. in MD, my room was more of a closet. i was used
to being poor, but at 11 years old, i remember crying when arriving in
Cape. Thanks to help of my grandparents, we eventually made our
way to a little house on the nicer side of the peninsula, a place called
Cocoa Beach.
NASA and elon musk’s spacex launch site is also in cape canaveral,
fl. that’s what why most people know the name. in 2020, musk made
$140 billion bringing his total net worth to $167 billion. meanwhile, us
locals know most people living in cape canaveral are living in poverty.
but did you know that jeff bezos (networth almost 200 bill) also has a
private space flight company called Blue Origin? boys & their toys, am
i right? apparently he’s going to fly into space soon. hopefully he does
not return.
the Endless Frontier Act, a bill that passed Senate June 2021, gives $10
billion to science & technology, which would end up in bezos’ hands.
both spacex and blue origin spend hundreds of thousands lobbying
the government for handouts while Floridians (human, animal and
plant life) fight for survival. both of these billionaires also pay little to
nothing in income taxes.
“ProPublica reported that Musk’s wealth grew by $14 billion from 2014
to 2018, but that he only paid $455 million in taxes. Bezos did not pay
any income taxes for at least two years between 2006 and 2018, the
report said.” - Business Insider
this is what I had in mind (the incomprehensible wealth gap) as I
painted “Catchin’ Coins”, “Patrick Space Force Base” and “Space Daddy” etc.
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part of my process is taking photographs while
walking around my hometown...
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my paintings of manatees are a tribute to them as they will
most likely be extinct soon due to several factors
including storm run off, chemicals like Roundup (glyphosate) that come from lawns, golf courses and Big Sugar,
the boating
industry, toxic algae blooms, waterfront development, the
decline of seagrass (main source of their diet), general
pollution and capitalism putting profits before living beings.
in 2017 the boating industry pushed the government to
take manatees off the endangered species list, which they
had been on since the 60s, even though their
conditions were not improving.
“ This has all been coming for a long time. The boating industry began pushing for manatees to be taken off federal
and state endangered lists as far back as 1999.
The boat manufacturers and sellers’ motive was simple.
They believed that if they could knock manatees off the list,
then boaters wouldn’t have to put up with all the regulations that made them slow down.” - Craig Pittman, (would
recommend reading his other stuff, he really cares about
FL. or listen to his podcast “ Welcome to Florida”)
when i was 14, before I knew it was illegal to touch manatees, i was paddleboarding in a canal when one came up to
my board. she opened and closed her mouth almost telling
me hello, we hugged and hung out for awhile. I still remember the joy it brought me to bond with her. i’ll never forget
it.
check out Save the Manatee Club.
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The term redneck has a long history, a lot of which had to
do with poor working class whites in the South organizing.
According to both historian Elizabeth Catte and the West
Virginia Mine Wars Museum, the term was used for the
miners who wore red bandanas to fight against the coal
operators. The 1921 Battle of Blair Mountain was the
largest uprising in the USA since the civil war. 10,00020,000 coal miners marched up Blair mountain with
rifles to defend their right to unionize for better working
conditions. The national guard was called in and planes
dropped bombs on the miners’ heads.
“One iteration of the story is that hillbill y was a specific
term deployed against people who were from East Tennessee right after the civil war when individuals were
trying to form what what historians would probably call
fusionist government. Governments where
African Americans and white individuals had equal
political power. And so the word hillbilly was a degrading
term for white people who politically organized with
African Americans.” - Elizabeth Catte on Dolly Parton’s
America Podcast.

redneck revolt #1,
2021
i wanted to paint something that
tied into the radical history of
the word “redneck” because i
identify as a poor working class
white woman from the south.
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Dicks as Fish (Welcome to the Men’s Club by Sharon Bird)
Mixed Media on Paper.
Homosociality means “nonsexual attractions held by men
(or women) for members of their own gender,” according to
Sharon Bird in her essay Welcome to the Men’s Club.
Bird wrote that there are three aspects of homosociality
that contributes to hegemonic masculinity, which are
emotional detachment, competitiveness, and sexual
objectification of women.
“emotional detachment is one way in which gender
hierarchies are maintained” ... “violations of the norms of
hegemonic masculinity typically fail to produce alterations
in the gender order; instead, they result in penalties to
violators.” - Bird.
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Everyone has seen pictures of straight men holding up
fish; dating apps are chock-full of them. I made this piece,
Dicks as Fish, to put a twist on the usual big fish
competition and be blatant about what it really is, a big
dick competition to impress your buddies who have
internalized homophobia and misogyny. I was also
inspired by Bird’s essay and a story a hometown friend told
me....
He said he was out on the boats with his friends when
they started to talk down on women... saying they’re all
crazy and only take advantage of men. My friend stood
up for women and said that was not true and they were
basically perpetuating sexism, and then was hurt when
they all gave him weird looks and the cold shoulder.
Unsurprising, I know.
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321 by Serena V CK
Home is where my mom watches soap operas
everyday at 3 like clockwork.
Where microbursts of rain and wind
chase the sun away every afternoon,
they whip around the banana trees
and rattle the old RCIs and fishing lures
laid to rest at the bottom of the canal.
Where the little white flowers seem unbothered by heavy rains.
Home is where Kelly Slater grew up
and pelicans ride the waves for fun.
Where happiness is murky salt water
and seaweed,
dicks drawn in sand,
acai bowls,
busch heavy,
sex on the beach, and
barefeet in convenience stores.
Where businesses open late and everyone knows your name.
where old white people go to retire and
dreams go to be indefinitely delayed.
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not only is swimming in the ocean so spiritual
and healing, it’s also so damn romantic!!!!
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beach goer (top left)
portuguese man ‘o war jellyfish
(left bottom), great blue herons in love (above)
all 2021
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Research PFAs.
“ Very low exposure to
some PFAS chemicals
has been linked to cancer,
thyroid disease, weakened childhood immunity,
and many other health
problems.” https://www.fight4zero.
org/pfasmap
follow @fightforzero on
Instagram to follow the
fight against water
contamination in
Brevard County and
across Florida.
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cokensluts,
acrylic and ink
on paper. 2021
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thank you for coming to my show and reading this. please
continue to support living artists
and stay curious.
hope is a discipline, not a feeling.
based on an irl art show
at The Plant in Tallahassee, FL
2021

